A Network Analysis of Depressive Symptoms in Individuals Seeking Treatment for Chronic Pain.
Major depression in the context of chronic pain has been conceptualized implicitly as a latent variable, in which symptoms are viewed as manifestations of an underlying disorder. A network approach provides an alternative model and posits that symptoms are causally connected, rather than merely correlated, and that disorders exist as systems, rather than as entities. The present study applied a network analysis to self-reported symptoms of major depression in patients with chronic pain. The goals of the study were to describe the network of depressive symptoms in individuals with chronic pain and to illustrate the potential of network analysis for generating new research questions and treatment strategies. Patients (N=216) admitted to an interdisciplinary chronic pain rehabilitation program provided symptom self-reports using the Patient Health Questionnaire-9. Well-established network analyses methods were used to illustrate the network of depressive symptoms and determine the centrality of each symptom (ie, the degree of connection with other symptoms in the network). The most central symptoms were difficulty concentrating, loss of interest or pleasure, depressed mood, and fatigue, although the relative position of each symptom varied slightly, depending on the centrality measure considered. Consistent with past research with patients undergoing treatment for major depression, the current findings are supportive of a model in which depressive symptoms are causally connected within a network rather than being manifestations of a common underlying disorder. The research and clinical implications of the findings, such as developing treatments targeting the most central symptoms, are discussed.